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INDUSTRY, COMPANY AND
INSTITUTION NEWS AND RESEARCH
WINCH DEMAND DRIVES CONTINUED FLEET INVESTMENT

U

Mole is once again meeting customer
demand for effective, reliable and
fully supported equipment with its delivery
of new Hammerhead Hydroguide winches
expanding the company’s rental fleet.
The initial 12 winches, a mixture of both
2.5 and 5 tonne units will enter service in
the fleet in June and July of this year with
further units in production.
U Mole has worked closely with
Hammerhead to produce a market leading
winch that has excellent control and
traceability to ensure pipes and cables are
inserted safely. With excellent speed
control, tonnage control, a ‘dead man’s Hammerhead HG2.5 and HG5 winches ready for
handle’ on pull back and data download the rental market at U Mole’s workshop.
through the simple USB port, these
winches meet the highest customer safety requirements.
Commenting on this significant new investment Frank Gowdy, U Mole sales director said: “We
have always strived to ensure that when our customers need it our equipment is available – and then
not just available – but available in the degree that what we offer is the most efficient, reliable and
the best on the market. Our customers drive our choice of equipment because we know from their
feedback that this is the type of equipment and level of support and service they expect from their
suppliers. In this case our customers have driven us to provide the safest pipe and cable winch on
the market and we think the HG range provides that.”
HAMMERHEAD WINCHES
The Hammerhead Hydroguide HG2.5 and HG5 winches offer fully enclosed twin capstan, trailer
mounted systems which have been specifically designed for pipe and cable insertion works within
the utility sector.
High performance diesel engines are fitted as standard ensuring that maximum operational
productivity can be maintained across the tonnage range. The unit’s control panels feature simple
lever control and clear concise readouts, enabling fast rope payout, easy tonnage set and lock, and a
dead man’s handle facility. The units operate with a digital display with optional fully USB memory
stick download of pull information data.
Both units offer up to 1,000 m of 13 mm diameter rope capacity with 350 m of 13 mm diameter
rope being fitted to the unit as standard. The maximum payout speed for both units is 56 m/min on
demand feed with a maximum pullback speed of 40 m/min. This is achieved at a maximum
operating pressure of 248 bar (3,600 psi) on the HG2.5 unit and 240 bar (3,500 psi) on the HG5.
With a robust construction to endure the rigours of use in the utility rental sector, all units feature
full enclosures with sound attenuating foam.
Other key features of the winch units include:
•
High performance engines with both HG2.5 and HG5 units utilising D1105T Kubota
liquid cooled, turbocharged diesel engines which offer up to 24.6 kW (33 hp) at 3,000
rpm with a 38 l fuel capacity.
•
Emergency stop function
•
Level winding system
•
Simple access for maintenance
•
Low noise levels
•
LED dual voltage lighting
•
Fitted boom kit available
The expanded winch rental fleet now ensures that U Mole will be able to meet growing customer
demand for a new generation of high performance, reliable and safe quality winch units.
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EQUIPMENT RANGE
U Mole also supplies a full and extensive range of trenchless equipment including impact moles
(earth piercing tools), pipe ramming hammers, static rod pipe bursting systems and portable
cable-based hydraulic pipe bursters.
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Other trenchless related equipment available includes market leading Robbins SBU equipment,
Pipe trailers, fusion systems, Reed Tools and a complete range of accessories such as Cobra flexible SPONSORS LINKS
Click Name for website access
rodding, towing heads, cable socks, pipe pigs, swivels, breakaway connectors etc.
Limited dig equipment includes: suction/vacuum excavation systems and surface coring
equipment for the ‘Keyhole’ excavation of utilities and services with minimum disruption to the
local area and minimum damage to the buried service. Website: www.umole.co.uk
Perforator Ltd

VACUUM EXCAVATORS HELP CLEAN GULF OF MEXICO OIL SPILL

V

acuum excavators are emerging as one of many tools helping with the Gulf of Mexico oil spill
cleanup efforts. However, they are only one part of the solution.
“A number of companies are exploring the potential of using vacuum excavators as an effective
and economical way to help remove the oil from the Gulf region,” said Dave Gasmovic, president of
McLaughlin.
Vacuum excavators are being deployed on barges into the Gulf and used to remove oil from the
miles of skimmers located along the Gulf Coast. The oil and water mix is then transferred to a
facility where the oil is extracted from the water and burned. The resulting clean water is then
returned to the Gulf.
“We also have team members in the region working with authorities to develop specialised tools
that can be used in conjunction with the vacuums to remove tar balls from the shorelines,” said
Gasmovic. “Currently, the most effective method has involved a shovel and rake. Our hope is that
the vacuums, equipped with this special tool, can help speed the removal of tar balls from the
beaches.”
Units are also being used to remove oil from sea walls. These vacuums are equipped with a hot
box that produces water up to 55oC (130oF). The hot water has the ability to remove the oil from sea
walls or riprap, and the vacuum sucks up the oil and water mix at the base of the sea wall.
“Ultimately the goal is to see how these units can help expedite the cleanup process, but still
remain an economical option,” said Gasmovic. Website: www.mightymole.com

2010 NJUG AWARDS LAUNCHED

N

JUG, the National Joint Utilities Group, is proud to launch the 2010 NJUG Awards, which
will be presented in the House of Commons Members Dining Room on Tuesday 30 November
2010. The Awards are designed to recognise, promote and reward best practice within the street
works industry.
Awards will be presented at the NJUG Winter Reception to utility companies and contractors that
can provide a case study demonstrating delivery of the NJUG Vision for Street Works.
The Rt Hon Sadiq Khan MP, Shadow Secretary of State for Transport, will host the event, and
Norman Baker MP, the new Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Transport (with
responsibility for street works) has been invited to speak. For the third year running, the event is
kindly being sponsored by leading NJUG member Virgin Media, from which Director of Access
Civils & Planning, Brian Partridge, will be speaking at the event.
The deadline for entries, which is open to innovations anywhere within the UK, is midday,
Monday 27 September and there is a category for each statement of the NJUG Vision for Street
Works:
•
Safety is the number one priority
•
Utilities deliver consistent high quality
•
Utilities work together and in partnership with local authorities and contractors to
minimise disruption
•
Utilities keep the public informed on all aspects of works
•
Utilities maximise the use of sustainable methods and materials
•
Damage to the underground assets is avoided
NJUG CEO, Les Guest, said: “For the third year running, we are looking to hold an awards
ceremony in order to publicise to both industry and stakeholders, the innovative efforts utilities and
their contractors are making in order to minimise disruption. The submissions over the last two
years have provided many good practice case studies, now available for free download from the
NJUG website. The Awards prove a vital tool to demonstrate to the new Government how and
where standards of street works are improving, and why further regulation on the sector is
unnecessary.” Website: www.njug.org.uk
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RICK ZAVITZ JOINS AKKERMAN

A

kkerman Inc. recently appointed
Rick Zavitz to the position of area
sales manager for the North American
and Canadian markets.
Zavitz’s affinity for the trenchless
industry situates him as a valuable asset
to the Akkerman Sales and Marketing
team. With a collective 17+ years of
expertise in lubrication products, slurry
separation, mud mixing and directional
drill manufacturing, Zavitz brings with
him many years of established
relationships within the trenchless
market. Formerly of Wyo-Ben Inc.,
Zavitz spent 10 years as a technical sales
engineer in Billing, Montana, USA. Prior
Rick Zavitz.
to this, Zavitz established dealer
networks in the North America region for
Surface to Surface Inc., manufacturer of slurry separation, mud mixing and cleaning equipment.
Preceding this, he sold locating and directional drilling equipment for Trenchless Utility Equipment
Inc., also of Ontario.
Regarding his recent appointment, Zavitz stated: “I feel very fortunate to be in a position to further
the relationships that I have developed in this industry, many of whom are common Akkerman
customers, as well as the opportunity to form new ties.” Website: www.akkerman.com
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PIPE JACKING, MICROTUNNELLING,
TUNNELLING & AUGER BORING

For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here

GRP JACKING PRESSURE PIPES FORM PART OF VENICE’S MAJOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN

T

he lagoon of Venice is not only
the largest in Italy but also one
of the world’s most famous. Situated
between the drainage basin of the
mainland and the sea it has been
subjected to more and more
pollution due to increasing industrial
and agricultural development in the
region.
In 2000, the Regional Government
of Veneto set up a master plan to
prevent further pollution and treat
the water running from the basin
into the lagoon. The project known
as Fusina (P.I.F.- Progetto Integrato
Fusina) forms the main part of the
planned efforts and ranks, regarding HOBAS CC-GRP Jacking Pressure Pipes waiting to be
its extent and integral approach lifted into the jacking pit.
concerning wastewater treatment
and environmental protection, among the first in Europe.
Within the bounds of the project, the existing treatment plant in Fusina is to be transformed into a
‘multipurpose facility’ that purifies the sanitary sewage and stormwater outputs of Mestre, Marghera
and Mirese (together totalling approximately 350,000 inhabitants), industrial effluents and polluted
groundwater from the Marghera harbour.
In order to optimise the treatment, the new plant collects sewage separately and according to the
following:
•
Sewage type A: Sanitary sewage and stormwater from Mestre, Marghera and 17 towns
in the region Mirese.
•
Sewage type B1: Industrial effluents from the Marghera port basin.
•
Sewage type B2: Stormwater and sullage.
•
Sewage type B3: Polluted groundwater.
Type A sewage is biologically treated with ultrafiltration membranes and consequently
phytodepuration. The latter is conducted on an area of around 15 hectares where the water is
purified through metabolic processes of nymphae (water lilies) and other water plants. Walks and
bikeways were built between the naturalistic water lanes to make the area attractive also for
recreation. Instead of daily diverting 75,000 m³ of water from the river Sile, the treated water is used
by local industries and for cooling water in petrochemical plants.
Purified type B sewage and exceeding type A water that cannot be re-used is led through a 20 km
long DN 1400 pipeline to the sea.
The total costs for the planning and realisation of the master plan amounts to €194 million, of
which €93 is financed by the Regional Government Veneto with the rest being provided for by the
grantee S.I.F.A. (Sistema Integrato
Fusina Ambiente – Integral Environmental System Fusina) which has
the major shareholders Veneto
Acque SpA, Veritas SpA and
Impresa Mantovani SpA.
The 20 km long outlet to the sea
conveys the treated water 10 km
from the plant in Fusina to Lido di
Venezia and another 10 km to the
sea where large tanker ships dock. In
order to cross the Lido sandbar, 351
m DN 1400, PN 6 pipes were
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HOBAS Pressure Pipes are easily
recognisable due to their red rim.
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For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here
installed using microtunnelling. The
SPONSORS LINKS
general contractor Impresa
Click Name for website access
Co s tr u z io n i Ma n to v a n i w a s
responsible for the installation and
entrusted I.CO.P. SpA with the
TT Group
microtunnelling contract.
“It took a long time for us to find a
TT-Group: A leading
pipe that suited our requirements”,
manufacturer of Trenchless
explained engineer Meneghini, site
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
manager at Mantovani SpA. “We
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
needed a jacking pipe that would
Replacement and Auger boring
systems and NoDig-equipment
also withstand the operating pressure
of the pipeline. After a long research
period we chose HOBAS CC-GRP
Jacking Pipes because these
inherently possess the characteristics
necessary for jacking as well as for
pressure pipes including: mechanical HOBAS CC-GRP Pipe being jacked.
AkerSolutions
strength and optimal hydraulic
properties. Normally, two different pipe systems would have been utilised to match all the necessary
requirements.”
VMT GmbH
The HOBAS CC-GRP Jacking Pressure Pipes that were chosen were provided in 3 m long
Supplier of TBM, Microtunnel,
sections, with an external diameter of 1,720 mm and a wall thickness of 85 mm which allowed a
Pipe Jacking and Tunnel
maximum jacking force of 6,926 kN. The leak-tight pipe system with its high performance
excavation Navigation &
couplings is produced to withstand an operating pressure of 6 to 10 bar. The very smooth outer Guidance systems & Services.
surface of the pipes enabled installatioj to be achieved with comparably low jacking forces and also
allowed a single jack over the complete section length of 351 m. Only the start and receive pit were
Herrenknecht
used saving on three other originally planned intermediate stations.
Manufacturer of TBMs,
Thanks to the use of an MTBM (Micro Tunnel Boring Machine) drill head with a hydraulic soil
removal system and the smooth surface of HOBAS CC-GRP Pipes the pipeline was installed in less Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling,
HDD and Additional
than one month. The extremely small roughness coefficient of the inner liner of the pipes and the,
Equipment and Engineering
compared to other materials, light wall construction reduced the volume of excavated material
Services.
considerably, keeping costs to a minimum and making the installation a complete success. Website:
www.hobas.com
Perforator Ltd

HOUSE WASTEWATER CONNECTION USING A STEERABLE AUGER

T

he wastewater connection of a
family home showed some
fracture damage, causing it to block
regularly and a constant need to be
flushed open. It was therefore
decided to install a new sewer
pipeline. Only 2 years previously the
road surface had been renewed and a
repair or new installation for the
house connection using open trench
techniques would have cut the
supporting layer of tarmac, with the
potential of causing subsequent road
subsidence.
In view of this a new house
connection was to be created from
the main sewer pipeline shaft to the
house connection shaft some 18 m Installation of the Grundobore 200 S in the main
away using trenchless installation manhole.
technology. The situation proved to
be an ideal task for the Grundobore 200 S steerable auger bore unit manufactured by the TT Group.
The advantage of this machine is the fact it can work inside a manhole with a diameter of only 1 m.
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For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here
In the situation in hand, there was a
SPONSORS LINKS
rainwater pipe adjacent to the existing
Click Name for website access
sewer pipeline, running at the same
depth. The bore was therefore set inside the 4 m deep main manhole shaft
TT Group
at a depth of 3 m. Subsequent to installation, the new sewer pipe now runs in
TT-Group: A leading
a gradient of 5% to the ground level of
manufacturer of Trenchless
the house connection. The bore path
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
crosses beneath service pipes situated
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
inside the pavement area and the founReplacement and Auger boring
systems and NoDig-equipment
dations for the premises walls. The
new sewer ends at a specially excavated pit (dimensions: length 1.2 m x
width 1.2 m x height 2.5 m), which
also helped to facilitate and make the
pilot bore expansion and installation An overview sketch of the pipelines required on the
work much easier, as well as the con- project.
AkerSolutions
nection to the house connection pipe. It would have also been possible to connect directly to the
house connection shaft.
The steerable pilot bore was carried out from the main manhole shaft up to the pit from the main
VMT GmbH
shaft. The Grundobore 200 S machine used consists of two components, the ‘Press frame’ and the
Supplier of TBM, Microtunnel,
‘Bore drive’. This makes the installation and alignment inside the manhole very easy to carry out.
Pipe Jacking and Tunnel
For this special task, at a depth of approximately 3.3 m, a platform was installed in the manhole. A
excavation Navigation &
Guidance systems & Services.
hydraulic power unit, Type TT B20, was utilised to power the Grundobore 200 S.
First of all a ‘core’ bore with a diameter of 250 mm was carried out into the manhole wall by the
Grundobore 200 S. This process took around 10 minutes to complete. After changing the bore tools,
Herrenknecht
the steering head with an integrated guidance sonde was put into action. The gradient of 5% had to
Manufacturer of TBMs,
be maintained over the bore path. Inclination, depth, position, direction and roll angle of the bore
head were constantly checked and, whenever necessary, the direction or inclination deviations were Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling,
HDD and Additional
altered accordingly by the machine operator. The pilot bore, using an 82.5 mm diameter cutting
Equipment and Engineering
head, was completed in exactly one hour.
Services.
The pilot bore was then expanded in the reverse direction with a winged bore head or reamer. The
spoils produced during the bore were conveyed out of the bore hole back to the excavated pit by an
auger, located inside and protected by retrievable 170 mm auger casing pipes .
Perforator Ltd
After this step had been completed the Schöngen protection pipes, comprising PP-HM 170 x 12
mm (diameter and wall thickness), with an effective length of 450 mm, were pushed in from the
Sales and Hire of Guided
Auger boring and Pipebursting
manhole and connected with sockets in both shafts and sealed off accordingly.
systems and tooling.
Once again the trenchless method has shown how a house connection can be completed without
any comprehensive civil engineering work and with very minimal interference to the locality and
Astec Underground &
public. Website: www.tt-uk.com
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PIPELINE REHABILITATION
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FERROCEMENT LINING WORKS

F

erro Monk Systems, one of the UK’s
leading sewer and pipeline
rehabilitation specialists, has recently
completed work on Phase 1 of a project
on the M180 motorway. The work,
which was finished on time and on
budget using Ferro Monk’s Ferrocement
solution, was six figures in value and
required the team to pay special attention
to the local environment.
Working with Carillion WSP, the main
contractor on site, and the Highways
Agency, which commissioned the work,
Ferro Monk cleaned and surveyed the 9
Highways Agency culverts under the
motorway. The company then completed The Ferro Monk team working on the M180 project.
the work using its own Ferrocement
Lining System.
Ferrocement linings are well-suited to the repair and renovation of sewers, tunnels and culverts
that are suitable for man entry.
The project involved Ferro Monk Systems paying special attention to the impact that the work
might have on the local wildlife, including swans and their nests, voles, fish and much more,
because the culverts are connected to fresh water drainage ditches running in and around farmlands
that surround the M180, .
Danny Heffernan, managing director at Ferro Monk Systems, explained: “We had to take
considerable care in our approach to the project, because of the close proximity to the local wildlife.
We worked closely with both Carillion WSP and the Highways Agency to ensure everything went
to plan and nothing was unduly disturbed or harmed.”
The successful completion of the work carried out on Phase 1 subsequently led to Ferro Monk
Systems completing a Clean and Survey project as part of Phase 2 of the M180 motorway project to
a further 8 culverts. Website: www.ferromonk.co.uk

DEVELOPMENTS IN UV LINING TECHNOLOGIES

A

s the demands of the sewer rehabilitation
market develop, constant technical
development from both the liner and equipment
manufacturers is required. One of these
developments has been the use of ultra violet
light (UV) cured rehabilitation technology. Not
many years ago, UV was only used in small
diameter pipe work by a handful of installation
contractors. Over the years UV has become a
more accepted rehabilitation technique with
greater (year-on-year) rehabilitated metereages
achieved with diameters up to DN1200. Recently
the trial of a new large diameter DN1500 liner
has been successfully completed in a joint
partnership between ProKasro Mechatronik and UV light curing of the DN1500 liner at
iMPREG at iMPREG’s test facility in iMPREG’s test facility.
Ammerbuch, Germany.
The UV light source technology used back in 2000 was mostly limited to light bulbs of 400 W
combined in a light train of 6 bulbs. This would give relatively slow curing of liners up to DN500.
Very few contractors and manufacturers would have been in a position to use heavier and bigger
light trains to cure liners up to DN1000. As UV curing technologies have developed combined with
advancements in liner and resin materials, the number of contractors with the ability and
professionalism to install larger diameter liners is increasing rapidly. ProKasro now manufactures
UV light trains with eight 1,000 W bulbs giving almost four times the power of earlier systems.
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rise, water usage becomes ever
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more critical and social impact
due to noise, site footprint, road
closures is higher in the priority
TT Group
list of planners, project
managers and clients alike,
TT-Group: A leading
alternative sewer rehabilitation
manufacturer of Trenchless
techniques such as UV are being
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
specified and approved. Cost
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
efficiency is critical to the
Replacement and Auger boring
systems and NoDig-equipment
success of any project and as
developments in larger diameter The Prokasro Dual-Core Light Train.
liner technologies arrive, cost to
the end client is reducing.
Combine this with the data logged quality management documentation provided for each and
every job site, the end client can be assured that they are getting the best rehabilitation technique at
C J Kelly Associates
the keenest price.” said Simon Little Technical Support for ProKasro.
To obtain suitable strength curves for large diameter liners, thicker liner walls are required. Due to
Independent pipeline
the wall thickness requirements, the concept behind the curing of large diameter glass reinforced renovation consultant and UK
representative for Saertex,
plastic (GRP) liners is the use of a combined curing system. The combined curing system is a fusion
KOB, MC Chemicals and Terra
of traditional exothermic heat curing and modern UV light curing. The curing process is activated
by ultra violet light waves as normally used for UV curing. Special peroxides within the liner resin
are activated by the UV light at high temperatures and provide a fully cured liner. With the new
combined curing technique, there is theoretically no limit to designing large diameter liners with
thicker walls.
As larger diameter GRP liners are developed, handling, user friendliness and installation issues
ONSITE/PERCO
become more evident. Weighing in at 150 kg/m the installation of a DN1500 liner requires the use No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
renovation &
of roller beds and motorised transport bands to ensure successful installation. During installation, installation,
maintenance including CIPP,
stress is also placed on the liner itself.
Structural, Infiltration &
The unique design of the iMPREG liner handles all axial and pulling forces. The axial orientated, Connection linings; Patch repairs;
pipe inspection and
non broken fibre weave pattern of the iMPREG liner performs even better as thicker liner walls are CCTV
assessment; pipe cleaning, flow
designed. From the installation contractors perspective, support is pre-designed into the delivered monitoring; Augerboring; HDD;
liner. This ensures that fitting of the pressure end caps is carried out smoothly and efficiently and Microtunnelling; Shaft Sinking;
Lateral Cutting; Pipe
gives a stronger grip on the liner during liner pressurisation. Without this pre-designed support, the Headings;
Bursting; Sliplining &
pressure end caps would be very difficult and time consuming to install on site.
Consultancy
Then light source used during the test was 8 x 1,000 W bulbs and had to be customised for this
new large diameter. Fundamentally, the light train was ProKasro’s proven ‘double core’ light train
with 2 cores each running 4 x 1,000 W UV bulbs. The inflation pressure is produced by high
McElroy
capacity radial air blowers. These blowers are designed and built into the mainline UV curing
McElroy Manufacturing is the
vehicles manufactured by ProKasro. These special machines pump air at high volume and low
leading manufacturer of
pressure with minimum water content into the liner. The electrically elevating UV light train was
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
placed into the liner after assembling both end caps and after increasing the internal liner pressure
customer-driven solutions to
by 100 mbar, the light source was electrically centralised into the curing position. Pressure was inPE engineers and contractors
creased in the liner to approximately 250 mbar and the light source was then drawn through the inworldwide.
flated liner and (using the light train’s onboard camera) an inspection of the inflated liner prior to
curing was made.
The light train was then switched on a pulled back through the liner at a computer controlled speed
to cure off the liner. All steps were data logged at thirty second intervals including speed of cure,
temperature, length and CCTV picture as is common with all UV lining operations. After successful
curing, the liner end caps were removed, the liners inner foil removed and samples of the cured liner
were taken and tested at iMPREG’s in house laboratory and showed perfect results.
Now the initial trials have been concluded and results have been returned, attention can now turn
to improving both the liner itself and the curing equipment. The UV market is developing rapidly
and as such the new liner designed by iMPREG combined with the curing equipment manufactured
by ProKasro enables contractors to offer further reliable systems to their end clients. This can be
borne out by the fact that a recently completed project between ProKasro, iMPREG and one of
iMPREG’s contractors successfully installed approximately 500 m of DN1250 x DN940 egg profile
sewer in under two weeks. This included all jetting, CCTV and lateral re-opening. Website:
www.prokasro.de
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SAFETY ISSUES WHEN WORKING IN MANHOLES
Working in shafts and sewers has always
been dangerous, since they are affected
by dirt, noise, humidity and in some
cases sewer gases.
In particular, when operatives enter the
sewerage system, it is vital to observe
very high safety standards.
Unfortunately, as in all areas of
operations, here too the rules are often
ignored. Where accidents are relatively
rare, carelessness creeps in, leading to a
growing number of serious injuries and
even deaths.
Wherever working inside the shaft or
sewer can be limited as far as possible, or Spray lining a manhole with the M-Coating
even avoided altogether, while keeping procedure from Hermes Technologie.
to high safety standards, then risk to the
workforce is kept to a minimum.
There are many methods currently available for rehabilitating sewer shafts or manholes. The
principal method is to coat the shaft with cement-based mortar. The techniques are described in
DWA’s leaflet M 143-17, and the specifications for the mortars in GSTT’s Information sheet nº 18.
A DIN standard is in preparation, to be called DIN 19573. It will be based on EN 1504. DWA M
143-17 covers coating by hand, the wet spray technique and the centrifugal spray procedure. The MCOATING centrifugal spray process developed by Hermes Technologie of Schwerte, Germany is
claimed by the manufacturer to be the only such process to have achieved DiBT approval. This
process, which is also approved for use in drinking water protection zone, comprises cleaning,
sealing off leaks, injection even in the worst cases of erosion or groundwater infiltration, and
coating.
M-COATING
In the M-Coating procedure, Hermes Technologie offers fully automated shaft cleaning using high
pressure water jets, and in the latest version fully automated sand-and-water blasting. This technique
removes the need to go into the shaft in order to perform the blast-cleaning procedure. The whole
operation is set up and observed from above, outside the shaft. Although the operator is not in close
proximity to the jet nozzles, and hence not in a confined space, nevertheless protective goggles are
worn against small flying stones and Health & Safety regulations are followed as prescribed. When
jetting at high pressure, a lance of length 700 mm is stipulated. It is also true that blast-cleaning is
best when the jet strikes at right angles. It is questionable whether this is feasible in a 1 m diameter
shaft without using the M-Coating apparatus and its components.
In practice, operators decide on what they suppose is a good position to work from, shorten the
lance, work inside the shaft and so constantly break the H&S rules. Moreover, jet-blasting inside the
shaft means that it is not possible to take measurements of gas levels because there is no equipment
that can continue to function in the presence of such large amounts of water. By taking this
approach, the operator, site manager and employer could be running an incalculable risk. The
contractor scheduling the work is liable because it is assumed that he knows that the work is not
being carried out in compliance with the rules.
Where the M-Coating system with the TSSR or the HDS jet is used, the picture is completely
different. Cleaning is automated and is directed from outside the shaft. Therefore it is possible for
shaft-cleaning to be carried out without operators being sent into the shaft. Questions of liability no
longer arise for the site manager and the contractor.
Even when coating shafts, it is no longer necessary for operators to stand inside the shaft, thus
avoiding the immediate dangers presented by wet spray coating or coating by hand in confined
spaces. Young operators in particular often underestimate the health risk posed by working day after
day in wet shafts. In the past this was unavoidable, but today the M-Coating system has been
developed with particular regard to the health of the operator. There are hardly any shafts which
cannot be coated. They can be circular or rectangular, with a diameter of from 600 mm to 3 m, and
of any depth. The deepest shaft treated so far measured 25 m. The coating, too, can vary as required
between 5 mm and 100 mm thick. The cement-based ERGELIT mortars used have very positive
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of view and with regard to their impact
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on health. The dry mortar is mixed with
drinking-quality water, and the cleaning is
carried out using drinking-quality water,
TT Group
so that using ERGELIT dry mortars is a
real contribution to maintaining
TT-Group: A leading
employees’ health.
manufacturer of Trenchless
It is nearly always the case that sickness
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
in the workplace is only recognised as an
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
industrial disease after it has around for
Replacement and Auger boring
systems and NoDig-equipment
many years, many employees have fallen
ill and the law has become involved.
Prudent employers must take this into
account and from the outset plan
techniques and materials that are not a Manhole cleaning with the TSSR system.
cause for concern because employees are
C J Kelly Associates
never exposed to immediate danger. If user-friendly equipment like the M-Coating system is
adopted, there is an immediate benefit in terms of the employees’ working conditions, which is the
Independent pipeline
first step towards excellent quality assurance! When working conditions reflect high technical renovation consultant and UK
representative for Saertex,
standards, workers make fewer mistakes.
KOB, MC Chemicals and Terra
Safety in the workplace is a matter of economics. Industrial accidents create unforeseen and
incalculable costs in terms of sick days, delays and missed deadlines. When choosing an operating
method, the possibly higher outlay should not deter users from opting for modern, machine-aided
techniques. Shaft rehabilitation is the M-Coating system’s speciality, according to Hermes no other
technique offers so many advantages when it comes to rehabilitating and recoating shafts. The
slightly higher outlay compared with conventional methods is justified by the efficiency, quality and
ONSITE/PERCO
high safety standards provided. In addition, it must be borne in mind nowadays that employees in No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
renovation &
the workplace are getting older. Automation is the key to maintaining their operational efficiency. installation,
maintenance including CIPP,
Website: www.hermes-technologie.de
Structural, Infiltration &

NEW RESINS FOR THE WATER MARKET

A

XSON Technologies is investing its expertise in sustainable development to support
companies that have made sustainable development a priority. With the formulation of its
resins, AXSON Technologies provides tailor-made solutions for customers, particularly in the water
sector with wastewater and drinking water management using styrene-free resins that comply with
French and international regulations. In terms of wastewater management the company is offering a
new time-saving resin for renovating sanitation systems using trenchless technology techniques.
AXSON Technologies is launching a new epoxy resin that pre-impregnates the fabric for internal
sleeve refurbishment upstream of the site. This reliable procedure is easy to use and means the
fabric can be prepared up to 4 days in advance, saving a great deal of on-site time. This new product
joins the EPO 9000 range from AXSON Technologies, specifically designed for Sanitation System
Renovation using ‘Trenchless’ technology.
The Sanitation System Renovation technology means repairs can be made to water or gas pipes
without digging trenches. The system is straightforward: a fabric sleeve is impregnated with resin,
positioned in the pipe using compressed air or water and hardened by heating with steam or hot
water so solving water-tightness issues in the pipes. This technology contributes to better
management of wastewater treatment and reduces contamination of the water table.
The AXSON EPO 9000 range includes styrene-free, infusible, insoluble, high module resins for
better flexion resistance. They are suitable for all applications associated with trenchless renovation
of sanitation systems including repairing sleeves, connections and for continuous lining. The resins
adapt to all pipe lengths and diameters, offering a broad range of possibilities. The complete range
optimises the renovation process with very quick opening and drying times.
For drinking water management the company also offers innocuous new filter resins. Water is a
resource that must be preserved and AXSON Technologies has recently developed a new
formulation of polyurethane and epoxy resins for filtering drinking water. The company is also
working on desalination filters. All the resins for filters are certified to European and American
standards: ACS, KTW and NSF Standard 61 guarantee innocuous resins suitable for water and
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facilitate end-product approval and certification for customers. “We use what are known as positive
raw materials, meaning those authorised for contact with drinking water. After polymerisation, our SPONSORS LINKS
products form a particularly dense network so each element is connected to the macromolecular Click Name for website access
structure, preventing any migration,” explained Patrick Blosse, Vice President responsible for Sales
and Marketing at AXSON Technologies. “When we formulate the resins, we systematically include
TT Group
the constraints involved in the implementation process (exothermics, viscosity, capillarity depending
on the nature of the filtration media, shrinkage, etc.), the end-product’s functional requirements
TT-Group: A leading
(chemical resistance, glass transition) and the constraints of the regulatory system. Today AXSON
manufacturer of Trenchless
Technologies uses its cutting-edge skills to formulate resins that match our customers’ demands. We
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
are probably the only company to use this approach in our resin design, whether they are
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
polyurethane or epoxies,” added Jessy Bridier, Head of Adhesive Markets, AXSON Technologies.
Replacement and Auger boring
The localisation of its production sites means that AXSON Technologies can offer a genuine systems and NoDig-equipment
partnership for innovation. AXSON Technologies provides its customers with suitable and fast
solutions at every stage of production, worldwide. AXSON Technologies is present in Europe, Asia,
America and the Middle East. Website: www.axson.com
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DITCH WITCH® ONGRADE™ SYSTEM

T

he Ditch Witch® organisation now offers
what it claims to be is the most
advanced, most accurate system for installing
new gravity-flow sewer systems using HDD:
OnGrade.
The patented OnGrade system utilises laser
technology and advanced Ditch Witch
electronics to help sewer-installation
contractors efficiently drill accurate on-grade
bores.
With OnGrade, a grade laser is used to
create the desired grade line. From this fixed
reference all depth measurements are taken.
For the drill operator, it is a matter of Installing the OnGrade system on to an HDD
maintaining a constant distance between the
drill string and the laser line, and making steering corrections as necessary all the way to the exit pit.
OnGrade differs from the conventional grade-drilling method, which requires a full survey to
establish the bore line, and calculation of depths at predetermined points along the bore path.
Readings at each point require recalculating the depth to maintain grade.
This is not necessary with OnGrade, which makes it easier to establish and maintain the grade
with the help of advanced electronics, including the Ditch Witch 8500TK tracker, an advanced
Ditch Witch 850BG beacon, and a rotating grade laser plane. The 8500TK tracker is mounted on a
specialised grade pole with laser detectors, a configuration designed to take the effect of surface
topography out of the calculation for required depth at any given point.
Other components of the OnGrade system include a grade drill housing that is specially designed
to provide consistent beacon signal strength in all roll positions; a calibration fixture for precise
beacon depth and pitch calibration in the housing; an inspection trolley with a video camera that can
be pulled through the service pipe after installation to verify the grade; and bore-plotting software
for providing as-built documentation.
All components of the OnGrade system (except downhole tooling) are contained in a convenient
job box for easy transport to the site. Website: www.ditchwitch.com
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INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES BRING SEWERS TO NEW AGE

W

ork is underway to give
Victorian sewers in
Weymouth a 21 s t century
makeover. Wessex Water is
planning to renovate up to 6 km of
sewers, many of which have
served the town for more than 100
years. To this end, engineers have
begun surveying pipes and
identifying those in need of modernisation. The survey work is
being completed by ClearView
Surveys Limited of Wimborne,
Dorset with support jetting works
being completed by Derbyshirebased Barleymans High Pressure
Jetting. Later in the year these CCTV Survey Operations in Weymouth.
sewers will be repaired so they
can continue providing high quality services to residents for another 100 years.
Leanne Ford, a critical sewers technician at Wessex Water, said “The Victorians had done well to
create a system which had been used by the town for so long.” “But,” she added, “the time had now
come to give the pipes a new lease of life.”
Leanne said: “It is rare for us to work on sewers in Weymouth because their robust design has
meant they have held up well over the years. But now that some are reaching their life expectancy
we are using state-of-the-art technology to review and repair them.”
Wessex Water is using pioneering ‘no dig’ techniques to carry out the essential work, which
involves completing all surveys and repairs without having to dig up roads unless absolutely
necessary. Instead all equipment will be fed into the pipes through manholes.
The first phase of the work is now under way and involves using high pressure jetting equipment
to clean the sewers before robots equipped with CCTV equipment are placed into the pipes to
complete a survey. Some work is taking place at night to minimise disruption to local people and
will not require any traffic restrictions.
During the second phase sewers will be repaired using a quick and effective technique which takes
around three days. Liners will be inserted into sewers from manholes to form a new protective
structural lining to the old pipe.
Leanne said: “We have decided to use this pioneering technique because it is significantly less
disruptive than traditional methods which involve digging up the road to replace a sewer. No dig
work takes significantly less time than conventional techniques. Rather than taking 12 weeks to dig
down and repair 100m of sewer, a liner can be fitted in just three days.”
Smaller repairs will be completed by sending robots into the sewer to patch up areas which have
deteriorated. Wessex Water said it had contacted residents to make them aware if work was taking
place in their area. Website: www.wessexwater.co.uk
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RECYCLED AND REUTILISED HEAT ENERGY FROM SEWER FLOWS
AIDS CARBON REDUCTION FIGHT

F

or more than a decade now World
Governments have been pressing
industry, utilities and the general public
to be more aware of energy usage and to
play their part in the reduction of carbon
emissions which are deemed crucial in
the fight against the global warming
phenomenon currently afflicting the
planet. To date, much of the effort
towards carbon reduction has been to
reduce the use of fossil fuels and to
increase the application of renewable
carbon-free energy sources such as
wind and wave.
However, somewhat less emphasis
has been placed on maximising the use
Installing the Therm-Liner system via existing
of the energy already available having
manholes.
been created by mainly fossil fuel
power production sources. Much of this energy produced is being allowed to go to waste after only
one, yet not always efficient, use.
With the help of a new product, Therm-Liner, from Uhrig Kanaltechnik GmbH, this could now
be changing!
A large percentage of the fossil fuel energy used in homes, office buildings, schools, factories etc
goes into the heating of water and the environment in general. This in turn means that much of the
wastewater, which has been used for heating or which has simply been warmed by the local
environment, is flushed into the local sewer network.
This ‘wastewater’ is at a higher temperature than local ambient conditions, often running at
between 12 and 15o Celsius. The fossil fuel energy used to create this heat is, at present increasing
the carbon emissions and generally lost to the environment as the effluent travels through the sewer
network, which is energy literally wasted.
This can be up to as much as 25% of the energy used to heat the buildings from which the
wastewater and effluents carry the bulk of the energy loss into the underground sewer pipes. Under
the right circumstances the recycling of the heat energy recovered from this process can lead to up
to 75% reduction of ‘existing fossil fuel’ energy consumption.
Uhrig’s Therm-Liner is designed to minimise this energy loss by recovering this ‘waste’ heat for
reuse in buildings.
HOW IT WORKS
Because the wastewater sewer flows run at a higher temperature than the pipeline and surrounding
ground through which the effluent runs, any heat in the effluent is generally lost through the sewer
pipe wall into the local soil or dissipates into the atmosphere at the sewerage plants.
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The Therm-Liner V4A
heat exchanger unit is
designed to minimise this
loss by recovering this heat
before it is lost to the
environment.
Therm-Liner is a heat
exchanger which is installed
into the existing sewer
flows, along the pipe invert,
so that the effluent flows directly over the heat exchanger elements.
By connecting the Therm-Liner to a heat pump on the surface, which circulates heat extraction
fluid through the Therm-Liner Elements, the Heat Energy from the wastewater or effluent is
transferred to a local ‘power’ station, recycled and reutilised.
Here the heat from the effluent can also be used to warm water which is used as part of
centralised local area heating system for local buildings such as council offices, schools or industrial
sites and factories, normally within 300 m of the heat source (in this case the sewer pipes) and heat
pump circulation system. The wastewater/effluent in the sewer flows undisturbed onward on its
normal path.
By utilising the ‘wastewater’ in existing sewers this way it is possible to reduce the need for the
buildings on the system to use ‘new’ additional fossil fuel energy to maintain good working
environments for their workforces, students etc or to heat water for production process etc, so
ultimately reducing the need for carbon-loaded energy use.
It should perhaps be pointed out that the heat recovery system does not produced new electricity
but simply transfers what would be ‘waste’ heat back into the system for reuse.
It can be termed ‘heat recycling’ due to maximisation of and increase in the effectiveness of the
power or fossil fuel energy which was initially used to heat the water which was then introduced
into the sewer system with a higher temperature.
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THERM-LINER
The Therm-Liner heat recovery elements are designed and shaped to fit the most commonly used
pipeline formats including circular, egg-shaped and other shapes as necessary ideally starting at a
nominal diameter of 800 mm, but there are solutions for smaller diameter pipes also.
The installation can be carried out through most, if not all, existing manhole structures and
designs, normally eliminating any need to excavate or to remove the ‘biscuit’ for access to the sewer
pipe.
The stainless steel units are normally 1 m long and can be interconnected during installation. This
allows a flexible approach to the various projects and insures the possibility of an extension or
removal of Therm Liner Elements. It is possible at any time to adopt and to suit changing client
needs or a later dynamic increase in client energy demands.
As the Therm-Liner unit is installed in the sewer flow, heat extraction fluid is passed through
pipes which form part of the Therm-Liner system. These pipes have very high heat transfer
properties which allow the heat from the
effluent to pass into the circulating heat
recovery fluid raising its temperature.
This fluid is circulated around the heat
exchanger by low-power pumps in the
‘transfer station’ on surface. In the transfer
station, a heat exchanger uses this recovered
heat to warm water which is passed into a
local centralised heating system at
temperatures of between 40 and 60oC. This
The design of a Therm-Liner V4A heat
exchanger unit.
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their normal central heating systems.
Because the Therm-Liner elements are
installed in the sewer pipe invert, they
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are always immersed in the sewer flows
and recover heat even when flows are
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low. Specific heat recovery figures will
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depend on the sewer into which the
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Equipment and Engineering
Commenting on the Therm-Liner system Brian Hickland, International Sales Manager for Uhrig
Services.
said: “Having used this system in Europe, including Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland and
other countries, for some time now the data feedback from the various installed and functional
projects confirm that the heat energy recovery from sewer flows is not only possible but also very
cost effective method. Within the target markets of council-run housing estates, multiple dwellings,
municipal buildings (schools, hospitals offices public baths etc), industrial sites and sports facilities,
the potential for energy savings in terms of both power used and cost savings are immense.”
C J Kelly Associates
Brian went on to say: “The system is very quick and easy to install in existing sewer pipes, once
Independent pipeline
personnel have been trained correctly, which means minimal lead time and early results on reducing
renovation consultant and UK
energy consumption from more conventional means. Taking into account we have hundreds of miles
representative for Saertex,
of sewers running under our Cities a future low cost energy source is literally running under our feet KOB, MC Chemicals and Terra
and is already at our door step. So, let’s not waste time but utilise this low cost source of future
energy.” Website: www.therm-liner.de

McELROY DEBUTS 1LC FUSION MACHINE

M

cElroy recently debuted the 1LC fusion machine.
The 1LC is the tool of choice for butt fusing
polyethylene pipes sizes from 1/2 in CTS to 1 in IPS (16
mm to 34 mm).
Engineered as an alternative to the popular MiniMc™,
the 1LC design uses a more conventional design. The
1LC’s heater locates on guide rods built within the unit,
similar to larger diameter machines in the McElroy
family. Pipe lining contractors that own a MiniMc,
which fuses the same pipe sizes, can use the same inserts
within the 1LC.
“The McElroy 1LC puts tried and true technology into
our smallest fusion machine,” said Chip McElroy, president of McElroy. “Other standard features that make
McElroy the toughest fusion machines in the world have
also been incorporated into a fusion machine that we McElroy’s 1LC Fusion machine.
believe will be extremely popular.”
With a locking cam system, the 1LC maintains necessary force during the cooling cycle of the
fusion process and incorporates a 3.8-to-1 mechanical advantage. McElroy’s patented Centerline
Guidance System, which provides equal distribution of force around the joint, is included in the
design, as are serrated jaws and inserts to keep the pipe from slipping during fusion.
Two models of the 1LC are available for sale. One model requires a 100 to 120 volt input voltage
requirement, while the other uses 200 to 240 volts. Each 1LC includes the fusion machine, heater,
facer, insulated heater sling, ratchet wrench, screw/driver kit and case. Website: www.mcelroy.com
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DEMO SUCCESS LAUNCHES MTS VACUUM EXCAVATION
IN IRELAND

U

Mole (part of the Groundforce
division of Vp plc) recently undertook
a week of demonstration projects involving
the use of an MTS DINO 3 Vacuum
Excavation system in Northern Ireland. The
demonstrations were presented to Dunnes
Drilling Services Ltd which started in the
drilling business in 1963 with its first cable
tool rig. Today Dunnes operates four air
rotary drilling rigs in its water well division,
which is managed by Brendan Dunne while
Pat Dunne oversees the trenchless
installations division which operates three
directional drilling rigs, as well as pipe
ramming, pipe bursting, guided auger boring The MTS Dino3 vacuum excavation system
and rock drilling equipment.
removes soils safely and efficiently from around
The Northern Ireland demonstration the gas main.
projects were undertaken on works being
completed for McNicholas Construction/Phoenix Gas in and around Belfast and Lisburn. The MTS
DINO3 unit used for the works operated a twin 900 mm fan system producing 36,000 m3/hour
(21,200 cfm) operating capacity and was fitted with a fully remote control Power Arm.
The demonstrations were completed over three days and encountered a wide range of ground
conditions which enabled Dunnes to fully assess the capability of the equipment in the area. In the
three days over 51 m3 of material was excavated with this being achieved in only 7 hours of fan
operation on the MTS unit.
Part of the demonstration works undertaken covered excavation on a 450 mm diameter
Intermediate Pressure PE gas main in two locations in Lisburn. The first site comprised the removal
of 12 m3 of spoil in an urban location around Prince William Road and Ballymacash, Lisburn. The
soil removal took just 2 hours. The second site was Porters Bridge Road where some 17 m3 of spoil
was removed in a rural road location in just 3 hours.
Other parts of the demonstration works over the week included:
Open trench works in an urban area on Benford Drive in Newtonards, an area with very compact
stone/rocky ground where a 400 mm by 1,200 mm by 4 m long trench was excavated in around 1½
hours. The use of a lightweight breaker in the very rocky sections would have speeded up the
operation in what was very difficult ground.
Excavation of a launch pit for HDD equipment was completed at a busy intersection in Belfast at
the base of the M2 motorway on Duncrue Street. Here the MTS unit assisted by a JCB with
hydraulic breaker completed the excavation of two previous road surfaces and some 355 mm (14 in)
of concrete beneath these. Once beneath these the MTS unit continued to safely excavate down 2.5
m deep by 1.2 m wide by 3 m long trench in an area known to contain a deep HV cable. The ground
once cleared of infill typically comprised the sandy clay of the area.
Throughout the demonstration period, the worksites provided generally positive feedback
indicating the acceptance the vacuum excavation technique during the MTS works.
After a week of demonstrations Pat Dunne was so happy with the system that he decided to
purchase the demo unit saying: “The demonstrations projects were very impressive. The work rate
of the machines was high and the ability of the unit to excavate safely, quickly and efficiently
without damage to existing services was an eyeopener. We felt we could not let the machine go back
to England as we still had a lot more work of similar
type to complete. It is nice to think that we are
currently the first and only users of this machine type
in Ireland.”
Commenting on the sale of the MTS unit to Dunnes,
Frank Gowdy, sales director for U Mole said: “Even
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though you might expect me to say this, we were
not surprised that Dunnes took a shine to the
MTS Vacuum Excavator during the
demonstration period. The machine’s capacity to
move large amounts of soil in a short time whilst
eliminating local spoil storage requirements and
minimising disruption to the work locality, local
traffic and the general public is something we
have always strived to promote and in instances
like this the abilities of the MTS machine tend to
speak for themselves. We look forward to further
assisting Dunnes with our MTS equipment on
the streets of Northern Ireland in the future.”
MTS VAC EX UNITS
The DINO 3 unit demonstrated in Ireland is just
one of the MTS family of vacuum excavation
systems distributed in the UK by U Mole. The
range as a whole comprises the DINO 2, the
DINO 3 and the DINO 4 models (the model
number indicates the number of axles on each
unit). Each model is available in a standard and
‘MEGA’ version with single or double vacuum
generation turbines respectively. Each of the Removing road surfaces and substrate as
standard and MEGA model units is designed part of the demonstration works.
around the same chassis with the DINO 2 and
DINO 2 MEGA being a two axle rig weighing 18 t, the DINO 3 and DINO 3 MEGA having 3 axles
and weighing 26 t and the DINO 4 and DINO 4 MEGA having 4 axles and weighing 32 t and 40 t.
As well as these ‘standard’ models U Mole also offers the MTS DINO 4 MEGA VAC. This is a
high power (400 kW) system that is designed specifically for the more arduous tasks sometime required of vacuum excavation systems, such as removal of heavier spoils or work at greater depths in
larger sewers.
Whilst having the capacity to operate in a wide variety of ground conditions from clays through
gravels to made-up ground, the MTS range is ideal for both wet and dry material. The standard units
offer: a high maintainable suction from 25,000 m3/hour up to 36,000 m3/hour air volume, generated
by 110 kW and 220 kW turbine systems respectively; up to 50% vacuum of between 17,000 and
34,000 Pa negative pressure; low noise levels (<82 db); large spoil capacity of up to 12 m3; side
tipping capability to road or verge or directly into a skip; a dust free exhaust; and an on board air
compressor.
The robust proven technology also enables excavation work to be completed up to 12 times faster
than using hand dig, using a remote control boom arm and a capacity to remove stones of up to 250
mm (10 in) diameter. Each rig also comes with a full range of air tooling.
All the MTS units feature a patented air flow, filter and fan configuration that enables the vacuum
generating turbines to operate at some 20% higher efficiency than other systems currently available
on the market. They also require a relatively small footprint for successful operation.
Whilst the standard design utilises a side tipping configuration for the spoil tank, MTS also has the
capacity to manufacture to client specifications on request. MTS can also supply and fit DINO
equipment to a range of chassis’ from 7.5 t up to 40 t from various manufacturers.
EQUIPMENT RANGE
U Mole also supply a full and extensive range of trenchless equipment including impact moles
(earth piercing tools), pipe ramming hammers, static rod pipe bursting systems and portable
cable-based hydraulic pipe bursters.
Other trenchless related equipment available includes market leading Robbins SBU equipment,
Pipe trailers, fusion systems, Reed Tools and a complete range of accessories such as Cobra flexible
rodding, towing heads, cable socks, pipe pigs, swivels, breakaway connectors etc.
Limited dig equipment includes: suction/vacuum excavation systems and surface coring
equipment for the ‘Keyhole’ excavation of utilities and services with minimum disruption to the
local area and minimum damage to the buried service. Website: www.umole.co.uk
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NOTICE REGARDING THE 2010 ELECTION OF COUNCIL MEMBERS

E

lections for the UKSTT Council will be held in October and this year there are six vacancies as Steve Kaminik, Les
Metcalfe, Keith Mole, Colin Tickle and Billie Turner all have to stand down as they have now completed their three-year
term in office and John Scott Ritchie has tendered his resignation. The Council Members who are standing down are eligible for
re-election and all have expressed a wish to be re-elected.
Paid-up members, either individual or corporate representatives, of the Society are invited to propose and second a candidate as
a prospective member of the Council, using a Nomination form. To obtain a Nomination form please contact Val Chamberlain at
the UKSTT Offices, to be returned to Leamington Spa no later than Friday 27 August 2010. Email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
If you should wish to nominate one of your colleagues, this is acceptable, however, you cannot nominate and second from
within the same organisation. The person proposed must confirm their assent to stand for election. Each person must be fully
paid-up and have been a member of the society for at least a year; details of training and career should be provided as indicated
on the form.
If a ballot is required, papers will be sent out by Wednesday 15 September 2010 and will have to be returned by Wednesday 22
September 2010. The results of the ballot will be announced at the AGM on Wednesday 6 October 2010.
Proposals for the appointment of Honorary Officers from the membership of the New Council, subject to the AGM’s approval
will also be announced.
The following Council members will continue to serve on the New Council:
Michael Flanagan; Simon Bowden; Shauna Heron; John Beech; Julian Britton; John Kelly; Steve Mackellar; Claire Gowdy;
Norman Howell; Richard Swan; Russell Fairhurst; Ian Ramsay; Steve Kent.

EXHIBITION SEASON KEEPS COUNCIL MEMBERS BUSY

U

KSTT council members have been busy spreading the word at various
exhibitions throughout the country including the North Wales HAUC show
in Bangor, The ‘three HAUCs’ show at Wetherby and most recently the SEHAUC
show at Sandown where the UKSTT stand was generously sponsored by
Hampshire County Council.
The next exhibitions where UKSTT will be exhibiting to promote the industry in
general are our own No Dig Live 2010 show between 5 and 7 October and the two
day West Midlands HAUC show at Stafford showground between 14 and 15
September.
Sincere thanks must go to all the Council members who give their time to
support the society by setting up and manning the society stand at any or all of
these events. For more information visit www.ukstt.org.uk

UNIVERSITY LECTURE PROGRAMME STARTS TO GEAR UP FOR NEXT YEAR

D

iscussions are already underway in preparation for
Dec Downey giving a
next year’s programme of undergraduate lectures
lecture during 20010.
delivered annually throughout the UK.
This year UKSTT is also actively encouraging students, particularly those universities
where we already give guest lectures and are developing longer term supportive working
relationships, to visit free of charge and get first hand exposure to trenchless systems,
materials and equipment.
So if you have connections with a particular university and think a free guest lecture on
trenchless systems and techniques would be of interest to their engineering or
environmental course students then get in touch – we are always keen to increase the
society’s exposure to the undergraduate world nationally. For more information visit
www.ukstt.org.uk

UKSTT SUPPORTS NJUG AT GLA HEADQUARTERS

U

KSTT chairman, Colin Tickle, past chairman, Russell Fairhurst and Technical Secretary, Peter
Crouch were at the Greater London Authority headquarters to hear first hand from Boris Johnson
(right), Mayor of London as he endorsed the launch of NJUG’s National Code of Conduct.
UKSTT were there to promote knowledge, use and awareness of trenchless systems, materials and
techniques with pull up banners and leaflets. Furthermore, Colin had the opportunity to make a
presentation before lunch encouraging delegates to ensure they stayed up to date with their knowledge and
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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did not hesitate to contact the society with any questions concerns or projects. ‘If in doubt call us’ was the theme and remember,
‘any work requires proper preparation and planning to ensure success so allow planning time on projects to ensure options are
effectively evaluated before you start on site’. For more information visit www.ukstt.org.uk

NEW MEMBER INFORMATION
Welcome to Oxford Plastics Systems Ltd, contacts: (Christopher
Whiteley) Tel: 01608 678888, Fax: 01608 678899 Email:
chris.whiteley@oxfordplastics.com
Based at Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, Oxford plastics designs,
develops and manufactures products to assist in safety at Street Works.
These include temporary barriers, signage, trench covers and modular
road plates. The company’s expertise lies in thermoplastic and glass
reinforced plastic product design and manufacture. Principally for use in
the Civil Engineering industry the products can also be bespoke designs
for other Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs).
Extensive experience with load bearing covers for use in footway and
highway applications can readily be focused on the development of
covers for specific sizes and shapes of excavations. These would include
security features to prevent unauthorised removal of covers and anti-skid
texture, corporate branding and colouring. The company has an in-house test facility for all road plates and trench covers that it
manufactures and intends to specifically work to develop road plates and trench covers for the Trenchless Industry to ensure that
highways and footpaths can be kept open when the site is unattended at weekends and night-time. This will result in improved
traffic flow, reduced disruption to local residents and businesses, and improve safety. For more information visit
www.ukstt.org.uk
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
CONFERENCE DATE SET FOR UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION
EVENT IN THE USA

U

nderground Construction Technology (UCT)
Conference & Exhibition will be held in
Houston, Texas, USA, between 25 January and 27
January, 2011.
UCT represents the installation and rehabilitation of
all underground piping systems including sewer,
water, gas distribution, telecom, electric and energy
pipelines. Specific technologies such as Horizontal
Directional Drilling, pipebursting, microtunnelling and
CIPP are featured as well as compact & excavating
equipment. The focus is exclusively on the installation Visitors to the UCT event in 2010.
and rehabilitation of the underground infrastructure.
Attendees include contractors, utilities, government, sewer/water personnel and engineers.
The most current market information around is available during the week-long educational
programme. UCT’s primary programme offers attendees Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and
Professional Development Hours (PDHs). The Pre- and Post-UCT programmes are hosted by major
industry associations and universities. Many offer industry certification. Ideally timed to provide
maximum benefit to exhibitors and attendees, the exhibit hall opens after the educational session’s
end thereby not creating a conflict between the two. Website: www.uctonline.com
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CALL FOR PAPERS FOR BERLIN 2011 NOW OPEN

T

he Call for Papers for The International No-Dig - Berlin 2011 event is now open. All those
wishing to present papers for consideration for the conference should present their submission
by 15 December, 2010. Details are available via the event website: www.nodigberlin2011.com

TRANSPORT MINISTER TO OPEN NO-DIG LIVE 2010

O

rganisers, Westrade Group Ltd, has announced that
Norman Baker MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
for Transport will open NO-DIG LIVE 2010 at Stoneleigh Park,
near Coventry on Tuesday 5 October.
Mr Baker will give a keynote address at the first day’s
Business Briefing seminar, on the subject of ‘Minimising
congestion and disruption caused by street works’, after which
he is expected to make a tour of the exhibition. Chairman of the
first day briefing is Les Guest, Chief Executive Officer of
NJUG, which has now joined the list of industry organisations
officially supporting NO-DIG LIVE 2010.
“This is an excellent chance for the industry to show Government the technology that is available
to minimise disruption on Britain’s roads” commented Colin Tickle, Chairman of the UKSTT. “We
look forward to a positive exchange of information and an opportunity to present many engineering
solutions, both at the Briefing session, as well as around the show.”
The Business Breakfast Briefings are held daily before the show opens, commencing at 08.30.
The format is proven to be extremely popular with early arriving visitors wanting to make the most
of an educational day at the show. Day two’s topic is ‘Private Sewer Transfer – where are we now?’
and on day three the panel of speakers will debate issues surrounding ‘Carbon & the environment accounting for and reducing the site footprint’.
The seminar programme is organised by UKSTT and features an impressive line up of industry
speakers. Registration is free of charge, although places must be pre-booked.
The three day exhibition continues to attract excellent interest from companies wishing to feature
in the industry’s only UK showcase dedicated to trenchless technology.
The indoor displays, coupled with the outdoor demonstrations has to be a firm fixture in the
calendar for everyone involved in the installation and refurbishment of underground utilities.
Website: www.nodiglive.co.uk
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2010
September 13-17
IFAT - Munich,Germany
Details from: www.ifat.de/en/facts
September 22-24
Breakthroughs in Tunneling - Tunneling Short Course Golden, USA
Details from: www.tunneling.com
September 27-28
4th European Water & Wastewater Management
Conference - Leeds, UK
Details from: www.ewwmconference.com
October 5-7
No-Dig Live 2010 - Coventry, UK
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
October 17-20
Trenchless Live 2010 - Coffs Harbour, NSW, Australia
Details from: www.trenchless2010.com
November 8-10
International No-Dig 2010 - Singapore
Details from: www.nodigsingapore.com
November 23-26
Bauma China 2010 - Shanghai, China
Details from: www.bauma-china.com

2011
January 25-27
UCT – Underground Construction Technology
International Conference & Exhibition - Houston, USA
Details from: www.uctonline.com
March 27-31
NASTT No-Dig Show - Washington, USA.
Details from: www.nastt.org
May 2-5
International No-Dig 2011 - Berlin, Germany
Details from: www.nodigberlin2011.com
May 24-25
Iran PipeTech 2011 - 3rd Iranian Pipe & Pipeline
Conference - Tehran, Iran.
Details from: www.iranpipetech.com

2012
May 14-16
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com (available soon)
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled for 2009
or 2010 and would like to add it to this listing please forward
details to: ian@nodigmedia.co.uk
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